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Rob Thomas  Managing Director Rob lives and breathes Social Technology, Social Media & Mobile Marketing.  He will show you how to use them to improve many areas of your bottom line, not just Marketing! He’ll show you how to enhance and protect your reputation, whilst generating increased sales, reduced costs and improved customer acquisition and retention. Recognised as an expert in reputation management, digital and mobile marketing, Rob is a professional speaker both in the U.S. and across Europe.  In addition to consultation services, including the “12 step process to achieve Social Proficiency” programme, Rob also coaches, trains and provides implementation services to help business owners, organisational leaders and their teams. If you want/need Rob to speak at one of your events please contact him directly on his personal mobile 07788916505 or email him at rob.thomas@wsi-emarketing.com    
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Nadine Thomas Director & COO Nadine Thomas is a content marketing wiz! She specializes in Marketing, Sales & Communications Strategy Development including, Online Reputation Management, Digital Marketing, Website development,  and Search Engine Marketing, as well as the very latest Social Media & Social Technologies training and mentoring.Nadine spend's her time helping business owners, generate more revenue and increase their profitability, no matter what industry they’re in. She also keeps the communication flowing and makes sure that clients are always kept in the loop, using content plans and social media planning.If you wish to contact Nadine please email her at nadine.thomas@wsi-emarketing.com or call the office on 01454 261111
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Mandy Baldwin Digital Marketing Executive As a Digital Marketing Executive, Mandy bridges the gap between marketing, design, technology and commercial teams. Mandy maintains and optimizes the profitability of our international, multi-channel marketing plan. This means coordinating marketing activities, setting up websites and driving traffic. I’m required to have outstanding time management, fast learning and good communication skills.  By managing client campaigns, this includes pay per click and social management. Mandy uses analysis and reporting tools such as Google Analytics and g-Shift Labs to help her understand the needs of the clients business and/or brand.
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WSI eMarketing
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 WSI is a digital marketing company with a strong international presence. Our Digital Marketing Consultants use their knowledge and expertise to make a difference for businesses all around the world. Headquartered in Toronto, Canada, we also have offices in over 80 countries. We’re a powerful network of marketers who strive to discover, analyze, build and implement digital solutions that win digital marketing awards and help businesses succeed online. Chances are you’re here seeking knowledge and expert advice for your business. You’ve come to the right place. Over the last 20 years, WSI has won multiple digital marketing awards for our solutions by adapting to the constantly shifting landscape of the Internet. We take pride in helping businesses make the most of the dollars they spend on digital marketing.
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Our Site Solutions Make An Impression Imagine walking into the head office of a big, global brand. The space is huge, the decor impressive and the atmosphere kinetic. But there’s a problem: there’s no front desk with a smiling receptionist to receive and direct you to where you need to go. You’re disappointed and surprised by the apparent oversight of such a large and popular company. Your opinion of the brand is now the polar opposite of what it once was, just because they didn’t have the one thing you were expecting them to have. Although the Internet isn’t a physical location, it most certainly is a place. And judging by the increasing percentage of the world’s population who uses (and occupies) the Internet, it’s a place where most people expect businesses and companies to be. If your business doesn’t have a digital presence in the form of a website, it’s very likely having the same effect as the receptionist-less company - that is, it’s changing people’s perception of your business (and not for the better).
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LANDING PAGE MARKETING THAT CONVERTS There’s no denying it: landing page marketing is an extremely underrated digital marketing tactic. Everybody makes a lot of noise about traffic (or does traffic just make a lot of noise?), and while it's important to get more eyeballs on your “stuff”, conversion - which is really what landing pages are focused on - doesn’t get enough of the credit. It’s a simple numbers game. Okay not all numbers games are simple, but this one is easy. Let’s say your website converts one out of every 100 visitors (1/100 = 1% conversion rate). Most businesses focus on increasing traffic to get more conversions, which does work; if you can attract 100 more visitors, you’ll get one more conversion (2/200 = 1% conversion rate). Seems easy enough, but increasing traffic by 100% per day (or even per week) to get just one more conversion is actually hard (and can be a lot of work if you aren’t buying the traffic).
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CREATIVE CONTENT MARKETING SOLUTIONSNot every business has a website, but most do. So how do you stand out amongst the sea of competitors who have roughly the same digital strategy as you? Search engine optimization is one way (it’s always nicer at the top). You could buy the traffic, but that might not be in your budget. The real answer is to do something different, something you competitors aren’t doing, which in a lot cases, means turning to content marketing solutions.Your business should strive to be a market authority, because after all, you know you products, services and industry better than anybody else, right? That’s why you’re in business, because you’re an expert. So tell the world. Show potential customers why they should purchase from you by creating valuable content that nudges them in the direction of your products or services.
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MARKETING ANALYTICS MADE EASIERWhether it’s baseball, soccer or cricket, fans of all major sports know their games revolve around statistics. Baseball in particular relies heavily on player statistics and measurement, which makes it extremely similar to digital marketing. And that was before the dawn of sabermetrics (a set of metrics that takes measurement to a whole new level). Athletes and teams are measured by an analysis of the stats they produce, which is exactly how digital marketing campaigns are evaluated.Sports aside, marketing analytics isn’t the easiest digital tactic to grasp, in theory or in practice. But it is one of the most important, because if you aren’t measuring your business’s campaigns, then you’ll never know whether they’re working or how they can be improved. And make no mistake, your campaigns will need to be tweaked and tinkered with; constant iteration is the key to keeping up with the shifting landscape of the Internet.
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DESIGN Not only do we help our clients create or refresh their online and offline brand image, but if they need things sourcing, like a new logo, we introduce them to new an innovative ways of getting the maximum value for their money.
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NATURAL SEARCH SOLUTIONS As awesome as Google is, a world with search engines can be strangely backwards. A physical store might very well exist in plain site of passersby, but if the business can’t be found in the search results and doesn’t have a website, it’s likely losing out on customers and in some cases, will fail before it ever gets off the ground. Tech savvy potential customers - which is a percentage perpetually on the rise - could be right around the corner from the kind of business they’re actually looking for, but if it doesn’t turn up in their mobile search results, they’ll likely end up travelling further only to give their business to a competitor. Our search solutions ensure that this won’t happen to your business. We’ll analyze what your competitors are doing, where they’re showing up and how you can get ahead of them. There’s a perfect mix of search solutions out there for your business, it just takes a little digging to get to determine where you need to be.
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REAL SEO SOLUTIONS Think about when you search for something using Google. Which results do you usually click on? Probably the top two, maybe the third. If a site has relevant content and optimized landing pages, chances are you click-through on the first result and never look back (but unfortunately, there’s a lot of bad content out there). The point is, you rarely click on any links outside the top three, so that’s where the value lies for businesses. The process of getting your site and content to the top of the search results is called search engine optimization (SEO). But wait, there’s more. It’s not as simple as choosing a word or phrase that best describes your business and optimizing for those terms. If only it were that easy. Let’s go back to your Google search for a second. Whatever it is that you were looking for, you searched based on what made sense to you. Not everybody searches the same way, which means great SEO solutions are as much about searcher intent as they are about your business. The key is figuring out how your target audience perceives your business and then hypothesizing how that perception might manifest in their search queries. If you think that sounds like guesswork, then you’d be right.
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WHY REACT WHEN YOU CAN ADAPTIt's 2014 and many brands and businesses are still using social media and search engine optimization as two separate digital marketing strategies each measured and actioned in their own silo. Usually search engine optimization belongs to the marketing department and social media to the PR department. This might make sense because SEO is a physical marketing method and social media has to do with PR, but in reality, and what is busy happening at Google and the other top search engines, SEO and social media should work together.For some time now, Google has been integrating social indicators (social signals) into their algorithm and this will play a major role in determining your organic rankings on the search engine result pages (SERP's). Even though many are trying to bring these two mediums (SEO and social media) together, they are struggling because they don't know how to use SEO and social media together to work in one silo and so AdaptiveSEO was born.
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PAID SEARCH SOLUTIONS THAT DRIVE TRAFFIC Paid Search Solutions , also known as Pay Per Click (PPC) advertising can be an extremely effective method of increasing Website traffic, either when used in support of organic Search Engine Optimisation or when used to promote specific items or offers. 
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DYNAMIC DISPLAY SOLUTIONSHave you ever started noticing a certain type of car after somebody talks about it or you have a significant amount of exposure to it? For example, your friend gets a new Mitsubishi Lancer and in the following weeks, you’d swear that every other car you see is a Lancer. You see Lancers in every style, color and custom body-type they come in. Just wait, you’ll probably notice a Mitsubishi Lancer out on the road today.This phenomenon is called top-of-mind awareness and it’s exactly why display advertising works so well. Our display solutions give your business the chance to remain top-of-mind for potential customers who might be interested in your product or service, or have visited your site but not made a purchase. Businesses often assume that once a potential customer visits their site and decides not to buy that they’re a lost cause. Never assume!
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SOCIAL MEDIA OPTIMISATION / MARKETING (SMO / SMM)Participation in Social Media and Interactive Marketing is no longer revolutionary. It’s crucial. In 2010, companies with dedicated social media activity boosted sales by over 18%, while those with minimal or no presence saw a 6% decrease. As 2011 marks a shift in consumer mentality from recession to recovery, companies must adjust their strategies according to how customers make purchasing decisions.
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SIMPLE SOCIAL SOLUTIONS It’s certainly possible to use the Internet without encountering social media. Possible, but not likely, and becoming less likely by the day. Social media has swarmed us even faster than the Internet infiltrated our daily routines in what seems like ages ago (but in reality is only a few decades).  Contrary to what many companies are or were hoping, we’re not just connecting with our family and friends on social media. More businesses are implementing social solutions and communicating with consumers on a social level, which means if you’re not socially active and available, you aren’t being found in the places where your potential customers expect you to be. If this sounds like your business, your absence is being noted. And it’s only getting worse the longer you don’t show up.
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Social Media Marketing  WSI’s social solutions were built to help your business understand the social scene and make it easier to enter the fray. It can be intimidating and overwhelming, but we’re here to help. Our social solutions can lay the groundwork for social media marketing, expand your outreach with video marketing, and help you stay engaged with your current and potential customers with email marketing. Video Marketing Video marketing capitalizes on the YouTube craze and gives businesses a popular medium to showcase their products or services, nudge customers in the direction of a purchase, help their SEO efforts and build an army of brand advocates. If businesses aren’t trying to create informative or useful videos with a twist of humor and character, they’re missing out on a powerful way to engage their customers and increase conversions. Email Marketing As part of our Internet Marketing services portfolio, we offer a comprehensive Email Marketing service, covering everything from Web based email and database systems through to Graphic design, copy writing and campaign management. Online Reputation Management If you want someone to help you manage your ORM, increase those 5 star ratings and reduce the risk of anyone damaging your reputation, then WSI works hard with it's clients to achieve just that!
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Learn how Social Media Can Transform Your Selling Strategies  If any of these questions are resonating with you, it may be time to ditch your cold calling scripts and re-evaluate your current, more“traditional” selling tactics.    Using social media for lead generation, or what we like to call “Social Selling”, is where the most successful sales reps are concentrating their efforts in today’s extremely competitive landscape. That’s because innovative sales managers understand that consumers are primarily starting their buying process online. And more importantly, this buying process is happening with or without the guidance of your sales reps.  So if your sales reps are not online and leveraging social media sites like LinkedIn to build and promote their personal sales expertise, they could be losing sales opportunities they didn't know they had.  WSI's Social Selling Mastery Course At WSI we want to help teach your sales reps how they can be adding value to this social buying cycle and transform the way they sell, so they can help provide true insight throughout the buyer’s journey and ultimately win your company more business. With our 12-Module Social Selling Training program, we’ll teach your sales professionals  how to: - Optimize their Social Profiles- Develop a roadmap of their ideal buyer persona- Learn to share and curate valuable content- Social Listening – monitor social channels for Trigger Events- Teach the “Sphere of Influence” and “Priority Shifting” strategies- Build a GUARANTEED Social Lead Generation program- Develop powerful, internal Assets to drive internal leads- Connect these Assets to a Social Selling campaigns for lead conversion- Use Social Selling for Competitive Intelligence- Integrate Advanced Social Selling tools to amplify lead generation efforts If you want to be able to adapt and stay relevant with today’s consumers, your sales reps need to become a hybrid of traditional sales (phone, email and voicemail) mixed with a strong social presence, social clout and thought leadership.
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BE WHEREVER YOUR CUSTOMERS GO These days, you can do anything on the move. You can bank, trade stocks, order food, watch sports and movies, and of course, communicate in a variety of ways, all from a small smartphone.  But the term ‘mobile’ is about more than just smartphones. People move around a lot, we always have. We walk, ride bikes, drive cars, take public transit, travel on airplanes and even spaceships. And now that we live in a world of perpetual connectivity, we also want to remain plugged in.It’s becoming increasingly more important for businesses to maintain a connected and consistent presence across multiple platforms.
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MULTI-DEVICE WEB DESIGN SOLUTIONSDesign is an extremely important aspect of digital marketing, and web design is no longer a one-size-fits-all proposition. The reason is simple: are consumers going to be viewing your site and its content on desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones? If the answer is yes - and there’s no good reason it wouldn’t be - then your business needs responsive web design.
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ON-HOLD MARKETING PRODUCTIONSBuilding your brand, promoting your products or simply selling your services… whatever your goal, with On-Hold Marketing you reach a valuable, attentive audience that’s ready to listen: your callers. Targeted, on-brand advertising messages fill the silence or replace the beeps that you previously had on hold, offering unlimited potential for you to shout about your business.
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MOBILE MARKETING SOLUTIONS KEEP YOU CONNECTEDWhether it’s QR codes, SMS alerts, location based offers or enhanced PPC campaigns, ensuring that your business’s mobile marketing solutions are as active and on the move as your potential customers is a vital component of your overall digital marketing strategy.
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How we work with our clients  Before we start on any assignment with a prospective customer, we always undertake an initial assessment. This usually takes the form of a meeting of circa 1 hour, where naturally you will have a number of questions to ask us, such as: - Who have we worked with?- How we work with clients?- What are the expected end results? Obviously we'll have some questions for you such as: - What are your business goals?- What were you hoping we could o for you?- What return on investment do you need? Typically, at the end of the meeting you will have a view as to how well we might work together, and we will have a clear idea of the challenges you were hoping we could help you with. Provided there is a good fix, then togetherwe would work out the next steps which might be: - Completing a competitor analysis- Helping you create a Marketing Strategy- Producing a detailed implementation plan- Or moving straight into a pilot phase
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Investment Most clients projects are built around ensuring a significant "return on investment". Internet Marketing (unlike some more traditional methods) is highly trackable. We always provide detailed/costed plans - but if pure consultancy services are commissioned, our normal day rates are detailed here.
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£1,695
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WSI's Digital Marketing Case Studies We think we're great, but if you don't trust us, take a thorough look at some of the work we've done.WSI has helped thousands of business across 87 countries since the mid 90sWSI eMarketing primarily focuses on supporting business in the South Midlands, South West and South Wales Region but also through WSI netMarketing supports clients in the West Midlands and the South East too.However, having 11 development centres around the world and experts in many overseas markets, whether you have UK, Europe or world-wide focused markets, we have experts who can help you research and develop those markets to maximise your potential.
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PRV ENGINEERING LTDIndustry: ManufacturingURL: www.prv-engineering.co.uk
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The Solution:The majority of PRV's business came to them through word of mouth recommendations and online advertising via traditional PPC campaigns. As social media is merely an extension of traditional word of mouth methods it made sense for PRV to use social media as another facet for reputation management and building.PRV are currently in the early stages of their social media implementation which consists of: Optimised personal and company  -LinkedIn  -WordPress Blog-Twitter -Facebook-YouTube  Results: The client is still in the early stages of his social media plan. However, the initial feedback has been positive.
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Simon Jones CEO & Managing Director "I have worked with Rob for over 6 years in relation to website design , implementation, seo, sno and many other aspects of sales and marketing and I would without doubt recommend him to anyone seeking to begin or improve their presence in the market place. With measured results Rob will deliver you a package totally taylored to your requirements." Simon is a WSI eMarketing client
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In May 2011, looking for a new, local, dynamic digital marketing agency to help drive business forward for their family-run self-storage business, Lucinda and Mark Dangerfield, owners of Space Centre Self Storage approached Gloucestershire-based WSI Digital Marketing to create a stronger internet presence for their business and to help generate more leads.
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Space Centre Self Storage
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Lucinda: ‘’The time we have saved having WSI do the work for us has saved us having to employ another member of staff. WSI offer a real value for money service which is backed up by the statistics they provide. They always have new ideas to suggest and are very proactive. They care about the results and the success of our business. We are really impressed with what they do for us.’’
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‘’They are very professional, highly knowledgeable, very friendly and approachable and really care that your business performs well. They get results and the work that they do is essential in helping our business grow.’’
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Drop Us A Line, We'd Love To Help Whatever it is you need to know, we probably have the answer. And if we don't, we'll find out. If you just want to talk digital marketing, head on over to our blog and leave a comment, or connect with us on social media to start a conversation (or argument, if you're feeling feisty). WSI-eMarketingUnit 4, Manor Farm Buildings, Churchend Lane, Charfield, Wotton-under-edge, Gloucestershire GL12 8LJ Office: 01454261111Mobile: 07788916505Email:Enquiries@WSI-eMarketing.com
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